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Cegedim Strategic Data (CSD) releases Sales Force
Excellence results
Recent audit of sales force levels and quality shows clear differences
between emerging and more mature markets

Paris, June 14, 2011 – Cegedim Strategic Data (CSD), leading provider of integrated
healthcare research, tracks sales force activities with the CSD Sales Force Excellence Service.
This service provides insight into how the Pharmaceutical industry is currently leveraging years
of sales force and marketing experience in mature western markets to capitalize on growth
opportunities in emerging markets.
Achieving the right sales force structure and size are more important than ever in this highly
competitive and dynamic environment. Christopher Wooden, VP for the CSD Global Promotion
Audit observes: “Effective sales force strategy and sizing are essential to achieving brand
penetration and competitive share of voice. In mature markets, we see the challenge of "right
sizing" and it requires on demand data driven assessment to help optimize constrained
resources. Meanwhile, in emerging markets there is another immediate challenge - building
scalable sales force structure with the flexibility to expand and drive growth while
simultaneously monitoring and improving call quality and effectiveness. We believe our Sales
Force Excellence service is offering the right data resources to help meet these challenges.”
Some recent highlights from CSD Sales Force Excellence:
CSD's Sales Force Reference, a quarterly audit of sales force size reveals the following
notable trends:
 China: Total industry sales force has doubled since 2006 to over 60,000 reps at the
start of 2011. Sales force levels in China are now second worldwide behind the USA.
 USA: five years ago, over 100,000 reps sought the attention of US physicians
compared to less than 80,000 today.
 Brazil: Over 18,000 reps at the end of 2010 - up 25% over 2006.
 Top 5 Europe: Total reps down to 90,000 - a 10% decline since 2006
 Japan: Rep levels have remained flat over several years and stood at roughly 56,000
at the start of 2011
 Russia: Despite heightened regulation, total sales force increased 10% between 2009
and 2010 to stand at around 15,000 reps
Overall these trends show increases in sales force levels in emerging markets while more
mature markets remain stable or are decreasing.
CSD’s International Rep Quality Survey, an annual study of physician assessment of sales
rep quality highlights Q1, 2011 standings:
 China: Three US Companies, one European and one domestic company were among
the top 5 ranked companies for overall rep quality.
 USA: Warner Chilcott and Daiichi Sankyo were notable in ranking among the top 5
companies. Only three European companies ranked among the top 10.
 Brazil: Six of the leading 10 companies are European.
 Top 5 Europe (The highest rated company by country): France (Janssen), Germany
(Bayer), Italy (Roche), Spain (CINFA), UK (Lundbeck).
 Japan: The top three ranked companies were Japanese. Only two of the leading 10
companies were US multinationals.
 Russia: Daiichi-Sankyo and Astellas rank among the top 5 companies while only three
US companies rank among the leading 20.
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The CSD Sales Force Excellence service brings together the full breadth and depth of the CSD
Promotion Audit in over 30 countries. In addition to the Sales Force Reference and Rep Quality
Survey, CSD Sales Force Excellence offers:
•
•

•
•
•

CSD Promotion Detailing Audit: Delivers performance metrics on sales force
efficiency.
CSD Know Your Target (KYT): Offers analysis of your prescribers and physician
segments – allowing you to optimize sales and marketing strategy on your priority
targets.
CSD Sales Force Analysis (SFA): Provides competitive benchmarking of sales force
size, structure, coverage and frequency.
CSD Verbatim: Delivers continuous feedback of physician recall of key messages and
in depth analysis of call quality and effectiveness.
CSD “MPI” Dashboard: Identifies strengths and weaknesses at the brand level using
a consolidated view of marketing and sales force metrics.
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